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Adam Bloodworth Saturday 2 Dec 2017: 

METRO NEWS 

David Blaine eat your heart out: performance 
artist Mikes Poppe has failed to complete a 
death-defying task. 

But Mikes defied death anyway, as he was cut 
out from the huge marble block he’d stuck 
himself within by a safety team after 19 days 
of endurance. 

Mikes Poppe couldn’t 
free himself from the 
marble block (Picture: 
Metrograb) 

Sound familiar? 
Magician David Blaine had to abort the 
dramatic ending to his Dive of Death stunt in 
2008 due to high winds. 

The Belgian artist was attempting to break 
free from being chained to the large block, 
having physically attached his body to a 3.28 
yard chain which was buried in the marble. 

Continued P. 3 

http://metro.co.uk/author/adambloodworth/


Dan Harlan is back, possibly 

for the last time, in an escape 

related video.  This month we 

will look at his version of 

Tarbell Lesson 80 which is 

called “Spirit Ties and Vest Turning.” 

Once again I must allow that Dan Harlan did a 

fine job in bringing these lessons to life.  He 

performs in front of a live audience, and does 

not call for anything any moderately skilled 

magician could not do or arrange.  I don’t 

know how often Harlan puts out these videos, 

but he must be a truly gifted magician to 

master all of Tarbell’s material well enough to 

present and teach, with some degree of 

speed. 

This video is disappointing in only one way.  

There are only three effects presented on it.  

Harlan’s version of the Spirit Cabinet takes up 

the majority of the video running about 45 

minutes.  There is also a section tacked on the 

end that shows the setting up of some of this 

effect.  

As usual we get in 

depth detail as how to 

tie up the magician 

and how he will 

seemingly move 

objects around 

although still bound.   

The most unusual aspect of the routine is that 

Dan does not use a cabinet.  Instead he has 

worked out cues with his staff to turn the lights 

on and off at key moments.  He points out that 

public theaters have emergency exit signs that 

cannot be turned off, but it will take a moment 

for spectators eyes to adjust to the drop in light 

and you will be able to move as needed 

undetected. 

Dan bolsters the routine 

by having a random 

“Free Choice” card 

chosen of various 

celebrities.  Once the 

card has been selected, 

all the shenanigans 

happening in the dark, 

lead toward the chosen celebrity. It is very clever. 

The routine ends with the magician being cut 

free from the bindings.  Why would an escape 

artist need to be cut free?  Well, we wouldn’t; 

but the spirit cabinet never had the goal of 

escape, rather it is what can you do while bound 

to a chair?  Harlan does a masterful job of 

mystifying and 

entertaining 

his audience. 



The second effect 

taught on this DVD is 

the classic Keller Tie.  It 

is in Tarbell and it is 

often used as an in and out gag, or as a 

restraint to hold an escape artist inside 

something.  Harlan does a fine job of it, but to 

anyone fairly well versed in escapes there is 

little to learn here beyond Harlan’s expert 

presentation. 

The last effect is the vest turning.  Harlan turns 

the tee-shirt inside out of a volunteer who is 

tied on stage.  He uses a curtain, but both the 

volunteer and the people holding the curtain 

can see and know what was done.  Harlan 

points out that this effect should be done at 

speed.  That way the volunteers kind of know 

what happened, but surely cannot recreate it. 

In most of his Tarbell video’s Dan Harlan goes 

the extra mile to take the lessons into the 

modern age and the next level; this time, not 

so much.  However for entertainment value, 

this DVD still ranks high.  For $19.99 you can 

have this lesson from Penguin Magic.  

Remember Dan Harlan has plans to create the 

entire run of Tarbell on to his DVD’s, so there 

are discount available.  While not 

as strong as Harlan’s other 

escape videos, this is still 

rated two thumbs up.   

But the artist didn’t manage to take on the 
might of the marble and needed to be 
rescued after nearly three weeks of chiseling 
away at the chain and eating, drinking and 
sleeping while still attached to it. 

Mikes explained 
how his inability 
to escape wasn’t 
a failure  

However, the 
artist said he 
didn’t see his 
inability to escape as a failure. 

‘This block is symbolic of history – the history 
of art which I am trying to free myself from,’ 
he said. 

Following the task Mikes explained: ‘I 
discovered that this is not possible – to free 
yourself from the history of art.’ 
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Matt Kalita takes his escape stunts to the rivet-

ing edge of danger. Once, outside of Chicago's 

Hard Rock Café, he was sealed inside of a 

wooden crate wearing a straight-jacket. The 

crate was nailed shut and a chain was fastened 

around it. A long trail of gun powder leading to 

the crate was ignited, allowing him just one mi-

nute to escape. Unfortunately, a gust accelerated 

the flame. Kalita managed to escape from the 

crate, but his hair and eyebrows were singed.  

 

The magician and es-

cape stunt performer 

coined the term 

"extricationist" to con-

vey his perilous per-

formances. "I am not an escape artist, who uses 

gimmicks to escape," he explains. The LaPorte 

performer uses real ropes, hand-cuffs, chains 

and straight-jackets for his stunts.  

In fact, Kalita has an impressive collection of 

handcuffs he has acquired from spectators  over 

the years.  

 

His challenge: You 

bring the handcuffs 

to a performance, 

and if he escapes, he 

keeps them for his 

collection. No 

gimmicks were used 

when Kalita jumped 

off the Franklin 

Street Bridge in 

Michigan City, 

wearing three pairs 

of locked handcuffs. 

None were used either, when he dangled upside 

down from a 150-foot 

tower in the same city. 

During that escape, he 

wore a straight-jacket 

and chains. Kalita had 

just two minutes to free 

himself, before an 

explosive device 

detonated the cable he 

was attached to.  



His day job, 

of course, is 

less perilous. 

Kalita works in sales for Hull Lift Truck Inc. 

in Elkhart. In his spare time, he does 

underwater barrel escapes, rope challenges, 

handcuff or straightjacket escapes. The Hocus 

Pocus Magic Kit that he received while in 

kindergarten 

sparked his 

interest in 

magic at a 

young age. 

He studied 

the history 

of magician/

escape artist, Harry Houdini. At 18, Kalita 

started Mystic Magic Shop in Michigan City -

- where he performed his first straight-jacket 

escape. Three years of performing at Las 

Vegas venues taught him the finer points of 

stage 

showmanship. "I 

learned the value 

of costuming and 

professional 

appearance," he 

said. Enhancing the mystery and wonder of 

magic is essential.  

 

"Anyone can do a magic trick," he conveyed, 

"but a good story-teller can make it 

mystifying." These days, his performances 

include his wife, Diane, who is his onstage 

assistant. She performs in levitation, guillotine 

and other illusions. The couple's son, Kaz, 18, 

a LaPorte High School senior, performed a 

straight-jacket escape on WGN-TV, when he 

was 7.  

Their daughter, Mya, 2, makes onstage 

appearances, too. Kalita's performances aired 

during live morning news broadcasts on WGN-

TV have drawn attention to his world-class 

magic and escape stunts. In fact, Chicago radio 

celebrity Mancow has hired him to perform 

several dangerous stunts in the Windy City. He 

will perform his magic at the "Under the Big 

Top" family concert Saturday in Michigan City.  

http://www.kalitamagic1.com/ 



From the Penguin magic website 

Www.penguinmagic.com/p/S24032 

A fabulous Handcuff Escape, and these look 

great!  

 

Ask a spectator to lock your wrists in these 

handcuffs.  

 

They are made of stainless steel and, to the 

spectator's eyes, escape is surely impossible. 

And to add to their security, a padlock closes 

the end of the handcuffs. There seems to be 

no way that you're getting out of this 

misfortune!  These have been designed to 

allow you an impossible escape. Within 

seconds, you are able to free yourself!  

 

They measure 30 cm in length, and 3 cm in 

thickness.  Written instructions included.  

 

Padlock not included.   Price $99.95 

Currently out of Stock! 

OK, so far so good.  The photo looks good, and 

the escape seems doable.  That is until, on the 

Magic Café and well known EA called the 

manufacturer out.  The cuffs were apparently 

cheaply made and not worth near $100.  As 

such here is my response on the Magic Cafe.  

We will see what we get for our efforts. 

 

I find the whole debate rather silly.  Every 

Escapologist knows that the equipment you use 

only tells part of the story.  It is your 

showmanship that will carry the day or drop 

the ball.  I don't want to comment on these 

cuffs as I have not seen them live or in video in 

use.  Maybe they work great, and maybe not.  

Remember a hammer is a great tool, but in the 

hands of an untrained user, it does little more 

than make holes in a wall around a nail.  On the 

other hand, a skilled carpenter can knock in a 

ten penny nail into solid wood with one blow. 

 

So, an offer to Mr. (Amazo) Loporcaro... As you 

may or may not know, I edit a month newsletter 

for escapologists.  Send me a link to a video of 

you, or someone else doing the escape from 

your cuffs.  If I think it is great, or even good, I 

will write a positive review in The Chainletter.  If 

I think it is not good, (and I mean the cuffs, not 

your performance) I will follow my usual rule 

for the newsletter and keep my mouth shut.  I 

do not publish inflammatory material.  Note: if I 

like what I see, I might even buy one myself, on 

top of writing the review. 



  

 

This idea is of course your standard 100' Rope 

Escape with a small twist...the committee gets 

to dowse you with water (fun, huh?). 

The escape is actually only 

slightly tougher as while your 

clothes are soaking wet (I 

suggest NOT wearing your 

best clothes for this), you still 

have the same control over 

how you are tied. My suggestion on the tying 

method is another oldie; an X-configuration in 

which the wrists are tied to the legs while 

sitting (see pictures). 

 

After you are seated, the rope is brought 

under the legs and 

crossed around the 

thighs just above knee 

level. Place your wrists 

on top of this crossed 

section and have the 

committee tie your hands together. At this 

point it doesn't matter much how the 

committee/assistants secure you to the chair, 

by simply twisting your hands either clockwise 

or counter-clockwise 

(depending on how the X 

was formed) you will 

have enough slack to 

release your hands and   

escape.  

  

This idea came to me after 

being approached by a school 

to perform an escape that 

involved water, was 

inexpensive and short in time. 

While tied to a chair with 100' of rope, by 

committee and/or personal assistants, and 

after having buckets of water poured over me 

(this makes the struggle tougher as my clothes 

and the ropes are soaked) I attempt to escape 

my bonds, all within 10 - 15 minutes. 

One could tell a story, while being tied to the 

chair, of how pirates were punished in this way 

for crimes against their 

fellow sailors. How they 

would be left on the 

deck of the ship, tied to 

the mast, being 

continuously soaked in 

sea water by their 

brethren, while the 

blistering hot sun dried 

and shrank the rope causing it to tighten to 

the point of cutting the flesh and crushing 

their bones while the salt from the sea water 

got into the open wounds caused by the ever 

tightening rope and burned the flesh. 



This is the part of The 

Chainletter where the 

editor begs for you to 

give him some 

material to 

publish.  No 

idea what to write?   

Well, How about… 

Your first escape. 

How did you learn to escape?          

 Your creative process. 

Your last escape.       

Who is your hero? Why? 

What makes a good escape.          

Your escape bio.     

An escape you saw on TV. 

An escape you saw live. 

Anything escape related. 

Once your hands 
are free you should 
be able to slip off 
the rest of the rope. 

Something else that 
will help is to keep 
telling the people 
tying you to hurry. 
YOU MUST BE IN 
CONTROL! Don't let 
them get too 
creative in the tying 
process. With 100' 
of rope and a time limit most people will 
usually get tired of tying and simply wrap the 
rope around you and the chair until they reach 
the ends (I suggest having a helper of your 
own involved to make sure things go the way 
you wish). At this point simply have someone 
pour a couple of buckets of water (I suggest 
warm) on you and begin the show. 

Another suggestion; don't use cotton rope. 
Anyone who has had to try and untie a wet 
clothesline knows that the knot becomes very 
tight when wet. Using a thick nylon type of 
rope will keep the people from being able tie 
too tight a knot. 

Well, I believe 
that covers 
my twist on 
an old escape. 
Remember to 
use lots of 
showmanship, 
rock back and 
forth, tip the 

chair over as you struggle, make it look as 
though you are truly in an impossible situation 
from which there is no escape. 

Good luck and have fun with this. 

 



The following is a excerpt of an article originally 

published in the Linking Ring magazine in November 

of 1992 titled Better Safe Than Dead.  The except 

relates directly to Escape Artists and is reprinted with 

the Permission of  the author, Julie Sobanski.  While 

the article takes a strong tone, it should be looked at 

in the most positive light as an escape act can be 

extremely entertaining when performed correctly.  

Correctly includes the safety concerns below.  Thanks 

Julie! 

 

Now let us discuss escapes. More than 

one member of the magic underground 

a pro-escape artist. One of the MOST 

damaging things to the safety of young 

escape artists is what could be called 

"The Houdini Myth." So let's cut right to 

HOUDINI WAS A 

MAGICIAN!  It shouldn't 

surprise any of you. 

Remember, the man 

was an entertainer, a 

magician, a man who 

made his living creating 

an illusion, the illusion 

that he was an escape 

artist. The escapes of Houdini were, for 

the most part, 

carefully planned 

and thought out 

ILLUSIONS. There 

were tricks, 

gimmicks, hidden 

assisting devices.  

Remember that, 

although Hollywood 

might like us to 

remember otherwise,  

Houdini did NOT die 

in some death defying escape, he was 

MUCH too smart' for that; Houdini died in a 

hospital of a ruptured appendix - the result 

of something totally outside his control or 

possible foresight.  

 

One escape artist is quoted as saying, 'I 

used to think that all escapes had to be real. 

I once performed a rope escape in which I 

was tied to a stake - no gimmicks. I did a 

LEGIT escape, but no one cared. The effect 

was the same whether I used some special 

gimmickry or the like. Not only could I have 

been hurt had the volunteer tied me 

incorrectly, I could have made it MUCH 

more ENTERTAINING had I NOT been 

forced had to concentrate on the mechanics 

of a legit escape." In ANY 

escape, the idea is to create 

an ILLUSION of danger, 

while maintaining a good 

safety factor. Anyone may 

THINK that they can escape 

from a straightjacket upside 

down hanging from a 

burning rope in 30 

seconds....   But what if something 

unforeseen makes the rope break before 

that? Have you priced a nice coffin lately? 

Are your loved ones provided for? Will your 

husband or wife remarry right away? What 

would it feel like to be permanently 

paralyzed, and need 

s meone else to feed and  



and bathe you? Does this 

scare you? IT SHOULD!  

 

So many young (and not 

so young), escape artists 

are unaware that most escapes are EASY 

TO DO, but it is the acting and skill of the 

performer which makes the escape LOOK 

difficult or dangerous.  

 

We have witnessed a gent doing an 

upside down straight jacket escape during 

which one ankle came loose, leaving him 

suspended a single foot. DID he stop 

the demonstration? NO! He did escape 

successfully without a scratch, but he 

SHOULD have 

stopped the whole 

thing. When asked 

later why he hadn't 

ended the routine, 

he replied that' 'The 

show must go on." That motto of all 

performers is fine and dandy MOST of the 

time, but when someone's life is at stake, 

SAFETY should have OVER-RULED 

Showbiz! 

 

To an audience watching below, the rope 

would look the same it had a thick steel 

cable hidden inside it, a cable that 

COULDN'T break! Likewise, the audience 

really doesn't care you wear a climber's 

harness 

underneath your 

clothes or if you 

have three sets of 

attachments  

between you and whatever supports you, 

The ILLUSION of danger is not diminished, 

but perhaps these precautions would at 

LEAST prove that you are not suicidal.  

Though an upside down straight jacket 

escape has been used as an illustration, it 

is by NO MEANS the only danger to be 

found in escapes.  

 

Even you don't do 

large scale escapes, 

you STILL need to be 

concerned with safety. 

During a simple 100 

foot of rope escape, as 

a volunteer binds you, 

you may think you have 

no control over the 

procedure - you should 

ALWAYS be in control!   
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In an effort to keep everyone up to date we 

are sending it out.  

It may seem redundant, but we keep reaching 

out to you to know your investment in this 

project is going well. The games have been 

manufactured and paid for buy your dona-

tions. The was a mistake in the board that was 

not our fault. They are being redone at no ex-

tra cost to us or you.  

Everyone in the United States should have 

gotten their special pawns. We have sent you 

several more than promised as thanks for 

your loyalty. Also we paid the extra postage to 

ship the pawns to you with full tracking. 

Those who are out of the USA will have their 

pawns shipped with the games since we did 

not want to charge you twice at the high 

postage rates.  

Thank you for your patience. Dealing, for the 

first time, out of country, in what is for us a 

difficult language, making communications 

difficult, has brought on some additional de-

lays. Rather than have yet another company 

ship them our, we are taking on the added 

work and expense to ship them ourselves, so 

as not to loose control, from a warehouse 

near the Houdini Museum in Pennsylvania, as 

soon as they arrive here. A little extra has 

been caused because of Chinese New Year, 

because there, unlike here, every thing 

seems to shut down for a period of time. 

Thank you again,  

Dorothy Dietrich and Dick Brookz  

The Houdini Museum. 


